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the meaning of lifetime is the duration of the existence of a living being such as a person or an animal

or a thing such as a star or a subatomic particle how to use lifetime in a sentence the period of time

during which someone lives or something exists we ll see a tremendous lot of technological changes

during in our lifetime winners of the competition will receive the holiday of a lifetime the best holiday

they will ever have i ve only been working here two days but it seems like a lifetime the period of time

during which someone lives or something exists the watch is high quality and should last a lifetime

definition of lifetime from the cambridge academic content dictionary cambridge university press

examples of lifetime lifetime how much does being a woman cost over a lifetime from huffington post a

lifetime is the length of time that someone is alive during my lifetime i haven t got around to much

travelling a trust fund to be administered throughout his wife s lifetime an extraordinary lifetime of

achievement of synonyms existence time day s course more synonyms of lifetime 2 singular noun with

poss noun the length of time a person or animal is alive as modifier a lifetime supply the length of time

that something functions is useful etc physics the average time of existence of an unstable or reactive

entity such as a nucleus excited state elementary particle etc mean life phrase if you describe

something as the chance or experience of a lifetime you are emphasizing that it is the best or most

important chance or experience that you are ever likely to have emphasis this could be not just the trip

of a lifetime but the experience of a lifetime see full dictionary entry for lifetime the meaning of of a

lifetime is used to designate something as the greatest moment or event of its kind in a person s life

how to use of a lifetime in a sentence noun ˈlaɪftaɪm idioms the length of time that somebody lives

or that something lasts a lifetime of experience in during somebody s lifetime his diary was not

published during his lifetime in the lifetime of something these spending commitments are not

achievable in the lifetime of the present government memories can last a lifetime contents 1 english 1

1 prepositional phrase 1 1 1 translations 1 2 further reading english edit prepositional phrase edit of a

lifetime that is the best one can expect to ever encounter synonym once in a lifetime the opportunity of

a lifetime translations edit translations further reading edit noun ˈlaɪftaɪm the length of time that

someone lives or that something lasts his diary was not published during his lifetime a lifetime of

experience in the lifetime of the present government he had spent a lifetime trying to please his father
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join us of a lifetime used to describe something extremely exceptional important or enjoyable that isn t

likely to occur again they offered me the chance of a lifetime to travel the world and write about my

experiences abroad that tour around europe really was the trip of a lifetime see also lifetime of the

time during which something lasts or is useful a chemical with a lifetime of only a few minutes the

lifetime of a planet star comet lifetime meaning 1 the time during which a person is alive often used

before another noun 2 a very long time for example no one was surprised when the ax murderer was

handed a lifetime sentence for his crimes i honored myself with a lifetime achievement award for

passing my capstone class in college when to use life time what does life time mean life time is a two

word variant of the same term lifetime refers to the period of a person s life or a very long time lifelong

describes relationships and interests that have been important to us our whole lives lifespan is the

amount of time an animal or object will live or function a lifetime of learning kim armstrong aps staff

writer october 26 2021 tags aging developmental psychology feature learning lifespan memory log in to

save for later definition of lifetime as in duration the period during which something exists lasts or is in

progress the lifetime of the camera s batteries was so short we couldn t get through a day trip without

having to replace them synonyms similar words relevance duration time life continuance date life span

span standing term run tenure chorus like i m alive again alive again oh you make me feel like i m

alive again verse 2 said i can t go on not in this way i m a dream that died by light of day gonna hold

up half longitudinal research suggests that over the lifetime at least 73 of individuals diagnosed with

major depressive disorder will endure future episodes while 90 of individuals with at least english

dictionary sentences grammar definition of of a lifetime of a lifetime phrase if you describe something

as the chance or experience of a lifetime you are emphasizing that it is the best or most important

chance or experience that you are ever likely to have emphasis 1 photo documentary the history of the

nfl through the eyes of four iconic female owners virginia mccaskey martha firestone ford norma hunt

and patricia rooney director joe lavine writer ouisie shapiro star regina king see production info at

imdbpro add to watchlist videos 1 featurette 3 14 watch a lifetime of sundays trailer



lifetime definition meaning merriam webster Mar 28 2024 the meaning of lifetime is the duration of the

existence of a living being such as a person or an animal or a thing such as a star or a subatomic

particle how to use lifetime in a sentence

lifetime english meaning cambridge dictionary Feb 27 2024 the period of time during which someone

lives or something exists we ll see a tremendous lot of technological changes during in our lifetime

winners of the competition will receive the holiday of a lifetime the best holiday they will ever have i ve

only been working here two days but it seems like a lifetime

lifetime definition in the cambridge english dictionary Jan 26 2024 the period of time during which

someone lives or something exists the watch is high quality and should last a lifetime definition of

lifetime from the cambridge academic content dictionary cambridge university press examples of

lifetime lifetime how much does being a woman cost over a lifetime from huffington post

lifetime definition and meaning collins english dictionary Dec 25 2023 a lifetime is the length of time

that someone is alive during my lifetime i haven t got around to much travelling a trust fund to be

administered throughout his wife s lifetime an extraordinary lifetime of achievement of synonyms

existence time day s course more synonyms of lifetime 2 singular noun with poss

lifetime definition meaning dictionary com Nov 24 2023 noun the length of time a person or animal is

alive as modifier a lifetime supply the length of time that something functions is useful etc physics the

average time of existence of an unstable or reactive entity such as a nucleus excited state elementary

particle etc mean life

definition of of a lifetime collins online dictionary Oct 23 2023 phrase if you describe something as the

chance or experience of a lifetime you are emphasizing that it is the best or most important chance or

experience that you are ever likely to have emphasis this could be not just the trip of a lifetime but the

experience of a lifetime see full dictionary entry for lifetime

of a lifetime definition meaning merriam webster Sep 22 2023 the meaning of of a lifetime is used to

designate something as the greatest moment or event of its kind in a person s life how to use of a

lifetime in a sentence

lifetime noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Aug 21 2023 noun ˈlaɪftaɪm idioms the

length of time that somebody lives or that something lasts a lifetime of experience in during somebody

s lifetime his diary was not published during his lifetime in the lifetime of something these spending

commitments are not achievable in the lifetime of the present government memories can last a lifetime

of a lifetime wiktionary the free dictionary Jul 20 2023 contents 1 english 1 1 prepositional phrase 1 1



1 translations 1 2 further reading english edit prepositional phrase edit of a lifetime that is the best one

can expect to ever encounter synonym once in a lifetime the opportunity of a lifetime translations edit

translations further reading edit

lifetime noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Jun 19 2023 noun ˈlaɪftaɪm the length of

time that someone lives or that something lasts his diary was not published during his lifetime a

lifetime of experience in the lifetime of the present government he had spent a lifetime trying to please

his father join us

of a lifetime idioms by the free dictionary May 18 2023 of a lifetime used to describe something

extremely exceptional important or enjoyable that isn t likely to occur again they offered me the chance

of a lifetime to travel the world and write about my experiences abroad that tour around europe really

was the trip of a lifetime see also lifetime of

lifetime definition meaning britannica dictionary Apr 17 2023 the time during which something lasts or

is useful a chemical with a lifetime of only a few minutes the lifetime of a planet star comet lifetime

meaning 1 the time during which a person is alive often used before another noun 2 a very long time

lifetime or life time what s the difference writing Mar 16 2023 for example no one was surprised when

the ax murderer was handed a lifetime sentence for his crimes i honored myself with a lifetime

achievement award for passing my capstone class in college when to use life time what does life time

mean life time is a two word variant of the same term

lifetime vs lifelong vs lifespan espresso english Feb 15 2023 lifetime refers to the period of a person s

life or a very long time lifelong describes relationships and interests that have been important to us our

whole lives lifespan is the amount of time an animal or object will live or function

a lifetime of learning association for psychological Jan 14 2023 a lifetime of learning kim armstrong

aps staff writer october 26 2021 tags aging developmental psychology feature learning lifespan

memory log in to save for later

lifetime synonyms 19 similar words merriam webster Dec 13 2022 definition of lifetime as in duration

the period during which something exists lasts or is in progress the lifetime of the camera s batteries

was so short we couldn t get through a day trip without having to replace them synonyms similar

words relevance duration time life continuance date life span span standing term run tenure

coldplay adventure of a lifetime lyrics genius lyrics Nov 12 2022 chorus like i m alive again alive again

oh you make me feel like i m alive again verse 2 said i can t go on not in this way i m a dream that

died by light of day gonna hold up half



why is depression always a lifetime battle psychology today Oct 11 2022 longitudinal research

suggests that over the lifetime at least 73 of individuals diagnosed with major depressive disorder will

endure future episodes while 90 of individuals with at least

of a lifetime definition in american english collins Sep 10 2022 english dictionary sentences grammar

definition of of a lifetime of a lifetime phrase if you describe something as the chance or experience of

a lifetime you are emphasizing that it is the best or most important chance or experience that you are

ever likely to have emphasis

a lifetime of sundays 2019 imdb Aug 09 2022 1 photo documentary the history of the nfl through the

eyes of four iconic female owners virginia mccaskey martha firestone ford norma hunt and patricia

rooney director joe lavine writer ouisie shapiro star regina king see production info at imdbpro add to

watchlist videos 1 featurette 3 14 watch a lifetime of sundays trailer
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